Drosophila cardiac tube organogenesis requires multiple phases of Hox activity.
The segmented Drosophila linear cardiac tube originates from two cell lineages that give rise to the anterior aorta (AA) and the posterior cardiac tube. The three Hox genes of the Bithorax Complex as well as Antennapedia (Antp) have been shown to be expressed in the posterior cardiac tube, while no Hox gene is expressed in the anterior aorta. We show that the cells of the whole tube adopt the anterior aorta identity in the complete absence of Hox function. Conversely, ectopic expression of Antp, Ultrabithorax (Ubx), or abdominal-A (abd-A) transformed the anterior aorta into posterior cardiac tube by all available criteria, indicating an equivalent early function in their ability to direct a posterior cardiac tube lineage. We further demonstrate that Hox genes act in a subsequent step during cardiac tube organogenesis, specifically on the differentiation of posterior cardiac tube myocytes. In addition, while some of these functions are fulfilled equally well by any one of the three Hox genes, some others are specific to a given Hox. Notably, the gene encoding the anion transporter Na+-Driven Anion Exchanger 1 behaves as a Hox differential transcriptional target and is activated by abd-A in the heart and repressed by Ubx in the posterior aorta. This analysis illustrates the mechanisms by which Hox genes can orchestrate organogenesis and, in particular, allows a clear uncoupling of the different phases of Hox activity in this process.